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 Visor change 
straightforward but fiddly at first

Stylish and with a very attractive carbon weave showing, 
from the outside Shark’s Spartan GT Carbon appears a 
premium product and you get a good list of features 
including a sun visor, visor lock mechanism, emergency 
release, Pinlock and reflective stickers. The visor removal 
system is neat but initially can be a touch fiddly as you 
need to release the two sprung-loaded security fastenings 
but once you get the hang of it, it’s simple and quick. 

A glasses system means that there is loads of room for 
arms but it has to be said the lining isn’t as plush as on 
some rival lids and the internal visor can mist up badly. 
Once on the go, the lid is comfortable to wear and lovely 
and light with good vents but the internal visor lets it 
down, which is a shame — if you keep the chin vent open, 
it is fine but at low speed with the vent shut, the visor’s 
misting was an issue.

The EXO 1400 Air Carbon has an integrated pump that 
allows you to inflate the cheek pads for a better fit. 
Something that sounds on the face of it like a gimmick, it 
is actually really effective and makes the helmet quieter 
and far snugger fitting. Not only do you get the AirFit, the 
Scorpion comes with a Pinlock, sun visor, emergency 
release system and speaker pockets, making it hard to 
fault the features on this excellent-value carbon lid.

Feeling extremely light thanks to its carbon composite 
construction, once on (and inflated) the Scorpion is very 
comfortable but while getting glasses’ arms through is 
easy, they seem not to sit on your ears, which is odd. 
Both vents are two-stage in their operation and are easy 
to locate and move while on the go and effective in their 
flow of air. A very plush-feeling lid to wear, the Scorpion’s 
low weight makes it easy on the neck.

 Visor system can 

be challenging if not 

familiar with it

Undeniably heavy, the Arai is old-school in its looks with a 
big, chunky, head vent and the firm’s usual ‘new’ visor 
removal system. If you know what you are doing, it is 
quick and easy; if not, it can be challenging. As well as the 
top vent, the Chaser-X comes with two visor vents and 
chin and exhaust vents. Lacking an integrated sun visor, 
the Chaser-X does get an emergency release system, 
speaker pockets and ample room for glasses’ arms.

On the road, although extremely comfortable, it does 
feel weighty when compared to the other lids, especially 
the carbon ones. That said, this does make it feel 
substantial; reassuring if safety is your focus. The Chaser 
is quieter than most Arais but is still quite loud, especially 
if you open its effective chin vent. If you buy on safety and 
don’t mind the weight, you will like the Arai but it does feel 
behind the game in terms of features.

 Visor release and replacement system straightforward

 Visor mechanism 

needs both sides 

fitting at once

Schuberth S2 Sport £434.99
graphics from £499.99

Arai Chaser-X £439.99
graphics from £524.99

Shark Spartan GT Carbon 
£429.99 graphics £479.99

Scorpion EXO 1400 Air Carbon 
£349.99 graphics from £379.99
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The Schuberth has a feeling of security and protection 
about it. The two vents are big and chunky, making them 
simple to locate, and you get a good array of features 
including titanium D-rings, a sun visor and an antenna built 
into the EPS liner that is compatible with Schuberth’s 
SRCS-2 intercom system (£200) although there is no 
marked emergency release system. The visor release 
system also needs both sides of the visor to be inserted 
at the same time, which is a bit awkward.

Once on, the S2 Sport feels lighter than expected, with 
a comfortable lining and room for glasses and the visor 
has a tag either side for opening, which can be very 
useful. Up to speed and there is little to complain about, 
as the visor is optically correct with a nice tint and the 
vents are also effective. It does everything well but  
noise lets it down. 

 Lots of vents but 
noise increases with 
airflow

 Emergency 
release collar and 
D-ring fastening

 Sun visor effective 
but misted up 

without vents open

 Large vents are 
easy to operate but 
contribute to noise

 A decent 
performance but let 

down by noise figures

 No sun visor, as Arai 
feels it compromises 
shell strength

 Nice lid. Just a  
shame it wasn’t  
a bit quieter

 Good looking 
carbon helmet but 
heavier than some
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Construction Fibreglass 
composite
SHARP Rating N/A
Actual weight 1472g
Integrated sun visor 
Fastening system D-rings
Number of vents 2
Pinlock 
Removable lining 
Warranty 5 year
Sizes XS-XXL (2 shells)

Construction SFL (Super Fibre 
Laminate)
SHARP Rating 4/5
Actual weight 1718g
Integrated sun visor 
Fastening system D-rings 
Number of vents 4
Pinlock 
Removable lining 
Warranty 5 year
Sizes XS-XL (3 shells)

Construction Carbon and fibre 
glass composite
SHARP Rating N/A
Actual weight 1293g
Integrated sun visor 
Fastening system D-rings 
Number of vents 2
Pinlock 
Removable lining 
Warranty 5 year
Sizes XS-XXL (3 shells)

Construction Carbon 
composite
SHARP Rating N/A
Actual weight 1439g
Integrated sun visor 
Fastening system D-rings 
Number of vents 2
Pinlock 
Removable lining 
Warranty 5 year
Sizes XS-XXL (2 shells)




